Atlas 11” LED Wall Sconce, Satin Nickel
LC004088

- Each sconce features our beautiful, proprietary opal glass shade. This special glass prevents glare or harsh light, while enhancing the clarity and brightness.

- Powered by bright, energy-efficient LEDs consuming just 12 watts of energy - equivalent to one 100W incandescent bulb

- Smooth dimmability - stable, non-flickering “true to life” LEDs - provides accurate reflection of skin tone and color (90+ CRI)

- Significant amount of true white light - emulating natural daylight, allowing the item to be the primary light source in the space (3000K)

Backplate Dimensions
5” L x 5” W x .5” D

Certification
ETL, Damp Located

Color Temperature
White, 3000K

Dimmable
Yes. See compatible dimmers

Finishing
Satin Nickel, Opal Glass

Glass Dimensions
2.5” Dia x 10” H

Installation Options
Hard-Wired

Lamping Details
68 Integrated LEDs, 12W Max, 120V

Light Output
960 Lumens

Light Source + Lifetime
LED - CRI90, 50,000 Hours

Product Dimensions
5.5” W x 11.5” H x 3.5” Deep

Product Weight
2lbs
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